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Summary.

The concepts of defining contrast (DC), generalized

defining relationship (GDR) and aliasing structure (AS) are now well
established in the terminology of regression analysis and fractional
factorial design theory.

There is no complete agreement in the litera-·

ture about the meaning of .regular and irregular fractional factorial
designs.

This paper provides a workable definition of a regular

fraction from a symmetrical prime powered factorial.

It also charac-

terizes the uniqueness of the GDR for fractions from the most general
factorial.

Finally, some results are presented on the uniqueness of

the GDR for regular designs, on

orthogona~ity

aspects of regular and

irregular designs, and on group-theoretic generation of the complete
aliasing structure.

Examples are provided to illustrate the develop-

ments.

1.

Introduction.

As the basic setting we take the _orthogonal linear

model for a complete replicate of the s 1

x

s2

x ••• x

sn factorial, i.e.

*Research supported by grants No. A8776 and No. A07204 from the National
Research Council of Canada.
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( 1.1}

v = xs

n
n si ,
i=l
columnwise orthogonal matrix with the first column

E[e]
where

X is an NxN

+ e ,

= 0 , E[ee•] = a2 IN , N =

consisting of 1•s so that the sum of the elements in any other column is
equal to zero.

The Nxl

parametric vector

s

has as first element the

mean and the other elements are factorial effects (main effects and interactions}.

The Nxl

vector e

structure of the matrix
effects.

is the usual random error vector.

The

X will depend on the definition of factorial

Since in this paper both the general factorial and the special

case of the symmetrical

sn prime powered factorial will be considered

we will use both the product definition (i.e. the mttrix X is the

.e

Kronecker product of baste columnwise orthogonal matrices with first
column

1 associated with the factors) and the geometric definition (i.e.

the matrix X is obtained from one basic columnwise orthogonal matrix
with first column 1 associated with parallel pencils of flats of the
finite Euclidean geometry EG(n, s}) of factorial effects.

If no state-

ment is made as to which definition (product or geometric) is being
then results in the prime powered case will hold for either

use~

definition~

Identify the levels of the i-th factor with elements of the set
Si

= {0,

1, 2, ... , si-1} .

For the symmetrical

sn

prime powered

factorial the levels of each factor can be taken as elements of the
Galois field GF(s) = F • The set of treatment combinations is
S

=

n

X Si ,

i=l

the Cartesian product of the sets

s1, s2 ,

••• , Sn ,

which for the symmetrical prime powered factorial is written as

Fn .

The set Fn is a vector space over F and it may be viewed as the finite
Euclidean geometry EG(n, s)
then-tuple

(x 1, x2, ..• , xn)

over F . Denote a treatment combination by
with X;

x1 x2
xn
an element of a by A1 A2 ... An .
A01 A02 ... An0 will be indicated by

~

e

Si ,

i

= 1,

2, ... , n , and

For convenience the mean
and the other factorial effects

by the Greek letter a with subscripts, i.e. the vector of effects
is equal to

(~,

a 1, a 2, .•. , aN-l) .

a

case the elements of
from· (sn-l)/(s-1)

s•

In the symmetrical prime powered

other than the mean, i.e. the a's ,

are derived

components, which are associated with points of the

finite projective geometry PG(n-1, s),

(e.g.

see Kempthorne [1952]).

Let D be a factorial arrangement from the s 1 x s 2 x ... x sn
factorial consisting of k not necessarily distinct treatment combinations
(for a precise combinatorial definition, see Hedayat, Raktoe and Federer
[1974]).

For the

kxl

observation vector v0 we then have the induced

model

( 1. 2)

{

vo = xo, sa
E[e:D]

where the kxN matrix
titions into account.

+

e:o '

= o , E[e:De:D] = o2Jk ,

x0, 6

is read off from X of (1.1) taking repe-

In the development below we will be especially

interested in the partitioned vector a•

.

= (B1 : S2) , where a1 is

e2 is N2xl , N1 + N2 = N , such that: (i) the mean ~
always belongs to a1 and is its first entry, and (ii) for the design

N1xl ,

matrix of 0 , i.e.
( 1. 3)

we assume that

x0 , 81

=

x1

is of full column rank.

Note that assumptions

(i) and (ii) imply that the number of distinct treatment combinations in
0 is at least equal to N1 .

s2 is negligible then the BLUE of s1
!
~ 9

If

is equal to
(1.4)

If the negligibility assumption is false then
(1.5)
The matrix A= [X1X 1]- 1xlx 2 is known as the alias matrix of the design
0 relative to

s1

and

s2

. The vector

s1 + As 2

is known as the

aliasing structure (AS) and its first element is called the generalized
defining relationship (GOR) of 0 relative to

s1 and s2 .. These con-

cepts are due to Box and Wi.lson [1951] and may be found in a different
context in Hedayat, Raktoe and Federer [1974] and Raktoe [1976].

We like

to emphasize that in general both the AS and the GOR depend not only·on
the choice of the design 0 but also on the choice of

2.

Uniqueness of the GDR.

s1 .

For a given factorial arrangement 0

the GOR is said to be unique if and only if the first entry of the AS is
invariant under every partitioning
(i) and {ii) above.

s' = (S1 : S2) satisfying conditions

The theorem below provides a characterization of

the uniqueness of the GDR.
Theorem 2. 1.

Let D be any factorial arrangement of S . Then the

GDR is unique if and only if every column of the design matrix x0, 6 is
a multiple of 1 or is orthogonal to

1.

Proof.

x0, 6

Suppose that each column of

is either a multiple of

1 or is orthogonal to 1. In this latter case the sum of the entries in
that column is equal to zero.

Let 8' = (61 : 82) be any partition of

8 satisfying conditions (i) and {ii) above.
belong to 82 if the column in
multiple of_1.

x0 , 8

Then an effect a will

determined by D and a is a

x1

Since the first column of

x1

is 1 and

is of full column

x1

rank it follows from the assumption that all the other columns of
are orthogonal to

1.

Hence if D has

k treatment combinations, then

and

{2. 1)

for suitable matrices

c1

x2

the j-th column of

and

c2

and c. = 0 or kd.
J

.

J.

is orthogonal to 1 or equals

according as

dj1,

j = 1, 2,

... ,N 2 . Thusif 82=(a 1 a2 ... aN ) then the GDR corresponding to
2

~ +

and only
d1a 1 + d2a2 + •.. + dN aN
2 2
in 82 appear in this linear combination for which

D and 6' = {Bi ; 82) is
those effects aj
dj 1 0 ,

that is precisely those aj

corresponding column in

x2

in 82 appear for which the

is a multiple of

1.

Hence it follows that

the GDR is unique.
Conversely, suppose that for the given design D ,

the GDR is unique.

Further suppose that there exists a column a' = (a 1 a2 ... ak)
design matrix

x0, 8

, which is not a multiple of

that it is orthogonal to

1.

.

Let 8l =

{ll

a0)

and

1-. Then we must show

Suppose that this column at= (a 1 a2 ... ak)

is determined in the design matrix
a0

in the

S,2

=

x0, 8

by the design

(a 1 a 2 ••• aN )

2

D and effect

be the vector deter-

mined by placing in some order all the effects in 82 besides

~

and

ao ,

= N - 2 . Then clearly e• = (Si • S2) is a partition of e
satisfying (i) and (ii) above, and x1 = [1 · a] • The GDR corresponding to the partitioned e is a linear combination of a1 , a2 , ... ,aN ,

where N2

2

say

+ v1a 1 + v2a 2 + ••• +vN aN

~

Next, consider
N2

~~e

2 2

partition a•

for suitable scalars

= (~ :

v1, v2, ... , vN

.
2

0o al .• • aN 2-1) , where

= N - 1 . This partition also satisfies conditions (i) and ( i i) above,

and the GDR corresponding to this partition is easily shown to be of the
Since the GDR
is unique it follows that vj
I<

.I

1=1

=0

a.1

'

= wj

for all

j ,

and in particular

that is, the column vector a is orthogonal to 1. This

completes the proof.
3. Regular fractional factorial designs.
combinations

The set of treatment

Fn for the prime powered factorial forms a group under

componentwise addition, and as stated earlier, it may be also viewed as
a vector space or finite Euclidean geometry EG(n, s)
field F . A fractional factorial design

over the Galois

D in Fn will be called

regular if and only if D is a subspace or coset of a subspace of the
space

Fn , and otherwise it is called irregular. Thus

D will be

regular if and only if it is the solution set to the consistent matrix

= y , where the rxn matrix A has r independent rows
with elements in GF(s) = F , i.e. Dis a subspace or toset of a
equation Ax

subspace of Fn .
of EG(n, s)
when

Geometrically a regular fraction is an

(n-r)-flat

with cardinality equal to sn-r , 0 ~ r ~ n . Note that

D is a regular design of Fn , then we may always write it as:

1

D=

( 3. 1)

z • + D0 = {z • + t • ; t •

e: D0 } ,

for a suitable sub-vector space D0 of Fn and a suitable vector z'
in Fn .
The
definition of a regular fraction adopted in this paper depends
/
only on the fraction and not on a specific parametric vector
estimated under the assumption that

e1 to be

e2 is negligible. For other defin-

itions, see Addelman [1961], Bose and Srivastava [1964] and Banerjee and
Federer [1963].

The majority of authors appear implicitly to agree on

the meaning of a regular fraction because the notation sn-r for fractional factorials is reserved in the literature for regular fractions.
Some authors specifically elimi~ate irregular s-r fractions of sn
factorials from their discussions, because they prefer an sn-r fraction.
It is not clear how one would label an s-r fraction which was not an
s n-r (regular) fraction. In regular s n-r fractions certain factorial
effects are often set equal to zero by statisticians, but it is not the
statisticians' prerogative to do this for all experimenters.

Indeed the

experimenter must choose what he wants and this is the real art of experimental design as Youden [1961] has pointed out.

This same author gives

a detailed example of an irregular 2- 3 fraction of a 27 factorial where
the assumption on the nonexistence of two-factor interactions is in doubt.
In this same example, each main effect is partially confounded with six
two-factor interactions.

The loss of information due to. partial confound-

ing is compensated for since the experimenter can identify the existence
of interactions if they are present.

Youden [1961] concludes that the

choice of irregular s-r fractions of an sn

factorial can lead to

clarification of nonexistence assumptions of certain factorial effects.

Irregular fractions, not necessarily of cardinality sn-r , are of
course also celebrated in the literature, e.g. see Plackett and Burman
[1946], Srivastava and Anderson [1970] and Srivastava and Chopra [1975].
The following theorem establishes the uniqueness of the GDR for
regular designs under the geometric definition of factorial effects.
Theorem 3.1.

Let D be a regular design in Fn . Then the GDR

corresponding to D and

xo,e

e• = (el : B2) is unique if the design matrix

is obtained using the geometric definition of factorial effects.
Proof.

Let F = {0, 1, x, ..• , ·xs_ 2l

be the Galois field with s

In light of (3.1) we may without loss of generality assume D

elements.

to be a subspace of the vector space Fn .

If D is regular then by

x0 , 8

Theorem 2.1 we need to show that every column of

1 or is orthogonal to 1.

= (a 1'

a•

is a multiple of

a
A n with
n
Since we are considering the geometric

a 1 a2
Select an effect a = A1 A2

a 2' ... , a n ) e: Fn .

definition for factorial effects, we may without loss assume a 1 = 1 .
n

L

a. ti = 0} , that is,

i=l

1

the set of all vectors in D orthogonal to a•
n

{t•

I

t• e: D ,

i=l

ox.

a1 t 1 = 1} and for

= 2,

... '

If 00

=D

j

n

= {t I

:

tI

E:

D,

I

t. a. = x.} .
1

i=l

J

1

J

o1 =

Let
s-2
,

let

then it follows

from the geometric definition of factorial effects that the column of
XD,B

determined by

D and

a

is a multiple of 1.

select a vector y• = (y 1 y2 ... yn)

e:

D- o0 and suppose

n

y•a - L
- i=l

Since

If 00 1 D , then

D is regular

q
xk~yn)
any

j

,

2 s

j s

D and indeed also in
x.xk-1 y

s- 2
u

€

J

I

0

€

o1

• Moreover for

D . We may thus write D = D0
xj

a disjoint union, and further D1

Ox
s-2

=

D _- ( xJ.xk-1)
y 1 + o0 . That is, each component in the
0
xj
union is a coset of the subspace D0
IDx.l

for each j ,

J

matrix of order sxs

j

= 2,

3, ... , s-2 . Since the basic coefficient
I

used to obtain the design matrix

x0, 6

is such

that the sum of the entries in any column besides the first is zero,
it follows that the column vector determined by D and a in XD,S
is orthogonal to

1.

~

The reader should note that the definition of the GDR for regular

~~

fractions leads to the well known&ru;;;~;;-;~-;~;t;i-~def;ni tiOn-(lf ~;
factorial effects), which has a specific and different meaning (e.g. see
Cochran and Cox [1957]).
Example 3.1.

Let F = {0, 1, 2} be the three element Galois field

under addition and multiplication modulo 3.
and let D = {(00), (11), (22)} . Then

Consider the 32 factorial
D is a regular design of F 2 .

Using as our basic orthogonal matrix the matrix

1 -1

1

1

0 -2

1

1

1

then under the geometric definition of factorial effects the design
matrix is equal to:

--

1 -1

XD,B

=

1 -1 -1 -1

1 1 1

1 0 -2 0 1 -1 -2 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 -1

1 1 -2

where

It may

now be verified that the GDR is unique.
This same example can be used to show the falsity of Theorem 3.1
__.-./

under the product definition of factorial effects.

Using the same basic

orthogonal matrix we obtain the f6llowing design matrix for D under

e:

the product definition of

1 -1

1

~1

1 -1

1 -1

1

x0 , 6 = 1 o -2 o o o -2 o 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The GDR is not unique since, for example, the final column of the design
matrix is neither a multiple of

1 nor is orthogonal to 1.

The next example illustrates that the converse of Theorem 3.1 does
not hold, that is, the uniqueness of the GDR need not ensure that the
design

D is regular, even if the geometric definition for factorial

effects is used.
Example 3.2.

Consider the 42 factorial with levels. from the 4

element Galois field
x + 1)

arithmetic.

design of F2

•

= {0, 1, x, x+l} with the
Let D = {(00), (10)} ; then
F

usual modd. (2, x2 +
D is an irregular

Let the basic matrix used for the geometric definition

of factorial effects be

/I

.e

1 1 1 1
1 -1

1 1

1 0 -2

1

1 0 0 -3

x0, 6

We may then verify that the design matrix

is equal to 2xl6

matrix:

00
10

[~

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

1

1

1

AxAx+1 Ax+lAO Ax+lAJ Ax+lAx Ax+lAx+l
12
1 2 1 2 1 ·2 1 . 2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

]·

Hence by Theorem 2.1 the GDR is unique, but D is not regular.
note that D consists of half the regular design D*

=

However

{(00), (lo), (xo),

(x+lO)} •

4.
in S .

Orthogonal fractional factorial designs.
Then

D is said to be locally orthogonal relative to a particular

parametric sub-vector s1 in the partitioning s•
assumption that

Let D be a design

s2

is negligible if

when the estimators of the elements of

x1x 1

= (Sl : S2)

under the

is a diagonal matrix, i.e.

s1 are uncorrelated. A design

D in S is said to be globally orthogonal if

x1x 1

is diagonal for

/7-

.e

every choice of

s1 in the partitioning Si = (Si

: S2)

under the

assumption that each time the remaining parametric vector 82 is
negligible.
As an illustration of these concepts consider Examples 3.1 and 3.2.
In Example 3.1 the given regular design 0
locally orthogonal relative to

Si = (~,

= {(00),

(11), (22)} is

A01A12, A01A22) under both the

geometric and product definitions of factorial effects.
not locally orthogona 1 relative to
definitions.

8i = (v,

However it is

A~A~, A~A~) under both

It follows that 0 is not globally orthogonal.

This

example demonstrates that in general a regular fraction need not be
locally orthogonal nor globally orthogonal.

However, as will be seen

shortly, regular fractions of the 2n factorial are globally orthogonal.
In Example 3.2 the design

0

= {(00),

(10)} is a simple example of a

globally orthogonal design.
Example 4. 1.

Consider the 23 factorial with the Galois field

F = {0, 1} and the usual modulo 2 arithmetic.

The fraction

(100), (010), (001)} of F3 is not a 2-flat of EG(3, 2)

0

= {(000),

and hence

it is irregular. Let Sl = (~, A~A~A~, A~A~A~, A~A~A~) and B2 =
010 001
111
(A 100
1A2A3, A1A2A3, A1A2A3, A1A2A3) , then under the assumption that 82
is negligible and the basic matrix
of

factori~l effect~

the BLUE of

[ 11 - 11]

under the product definition

s1 is equal to:

IJ

...

1 1 1 1

l/4

1.1

...

..

-1

e1 = [xix 1] x1v 0 =

AlA lAO
123
...

AlAOAl
12 3

l/4

1 -1 -1

1

=

Yo·

l/4

1 -1

1 -1

...

AOAlAl
1 13

l/4

Hence D is locally orthogonal relative to

e1

.

1 1 -1 -1

It may be verified that

D is not a globally orthogonal design.
The following theorem provides a characterization of globally
orthogonal designs.
Theorem 4. 1. A design

D of S is globally orthogonal if and only

if any two columns of the design

m~trix

x0, 8 are multiples of or

orth~

~..·.Q. ~ ~~ /..,

genal to each other.

~A-~

Suppose that any two columns of the design matrix x0 , 8 are

Proof.

multiples of or orthogonal to each other.

Then the design matrix

f ·

x0, 8

can be written as:

where

w1

is a kxm columnwise orthogonal matrix with the first column

consisting of l's, m being equal to the number of mutually orthogonal
vectors in

x0 .,B

,

and w2 consists of multiples of vectors of w1 .

Since s1 is selected in such a way that x1 must be of full column
rank it follows that every feasible choice of
matrix of the type

s1 leads to a design

.

tJ

,..,

x1

where

consists of N1-l

w1

columns of

excepting the first column

or of substitutions of corresponding multiples in
the assumption that

x1x 1

is diagonal.

w2

It follows from

Hence 0 is globally orthogonal.

The converse of the theorem follows directly from the assumption that 0
is globally orthogonal.
We now turn to the special case of the 2n factorial.
F = {0,

let

be the two element Galois field and let 0 be a design of

1}

let x0, 8 and XiJ,e be the design matri;ces obtained by the
geometric and product definitions of factorial effects respectively,
F" .

~~ -~~ . Then

with the coefficient matrix being the 2x2 matrix

· t s a d1agona
·
1 rna t r1x
· V of order 2"x2n
one may s how th a t th ere ex1s

x0, 8v = x0,8

such that

.

Thus in the special case of the 2n factorial

the two design matrices are in this sense equivalent.

The following

result is valid no-matter which of the two definitions of factorial
effects is used to obtain the design matrix x0, 8 .
Theorem 4.2.
F = {0,

1}

let 0 be a regular design in Fn , where

is the two element Galois field.

Then D is a globally

orthogonal design.
Proof.

x0 , 8

We must show that any two columns of the design matrix

are multiples of each other or are orthogonal to each other.
a 1 a2

a 1 = A1 A2

a' = (a 1 a2

•••

and a 2

and

a2

x0, 8

bn

b' = (b 1 b2 ... bn)

is the two element Galois field.
matrix

b b

= A11A22 .•. An

let

.
be any two effects w1th

in Fn, where F = {0, 1}

Suppose that the columns of the design

determined by the regular design

are not multiples of each other.

columns are orthogonal to each other.

Let

D and the effects

a1

Then we must show that these

c0 = {t

1

:

(t 1 t 2 ... tn)

I '"'1
n

e:

~

D such that

such that

t. a. = 0} ,

i~l

n

. l 1 t.1

1=

1

e:

D

tn) e: D such

'

and Dl = {t'

t• = ( tl t2

tn)

•

Since D is a subspace of Fn

t.
i~l , bi

= 0}

that

l t.
. 1 1

= 1}

b1.

t• = (t 1 t 2 ..• tn)

{t'

t• = ( t, t2

n

1=

c1 =

a., = 1} , Do = <t.

that

n

,

e:

D such

in view of (3.1)

it follows that c0 is a subspace of D , c1 is a coset of c0 and
D ~ c0 u c1 • Similarly,

D0 is a subspace of D ,

D1 is a coset of

D0 and D = D0 u D1 • Hence D is a pairwise disjoint union:
D = (c0 n D0) u (c 0 n D1) u (c 1 n D0) u (c 1 n D1) , and it may be
verified that
cosets of the

c0 n £1, c1 n D0 , c1 n D1 are
subspace c0 n D0 . In particular

pairwise distinct
we have:

( 4. 1)

Let h

= 1c0

n D0 1 , the cardinality of

basic matrix is

c0

n D0 . Then since the

~~ -~~ , the geometric definition of factorial

effects implies using (4. 1) that there are h pairs each of
(-1, 1), (1, -1)

and

mined by D and

a1

(1, 1)
and,

(-1,-1),

between the two columns of XD,e deter-

D and

a2

.

It follows that these columns

are orthogonal, which proves the theorem.
To illustrate this theorem we provide the following example.
Example 4.2.

Consider the 23 factorial with the Galois field

F = {0, 1} and modulo 2 arithmetic, and take the regular design
D = {(000), (110), (101), (011)}.
the basic matrix

[~ -~]

,

The design matrix

is equal to:

x0, 8 , using

AOAOAl AlA lAO AlAOAl AOAlAl AlA1Al
A11A. 02A03 AOAlAO
1 2 3 12 3 12 3 12 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1.1.

(000)

1

-1

-1

-1

1

1

1

-1

( 110)

1

1

1

-1

1

-1

-1

-1

( 101)

1

1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

-1

(011)

1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

The reader may verify that 0 is globally orthogonal.

5. Group theoretic generation of the aliasing structure.
Yn

An
X; , Y;

13,

for each i

.

where for each

in S;
Then by
i

.

for each

i

or X; , yi

Let

be factorial effects of
in the Galois field F

z

z1 z2

An
A2
n
with the addition modulo s.1 if x1. ,

a 1 ·a 2 we mean the effect Al

z.~ = x.1 + y.1

and the addition in F if x.1 ' yi are in F . With
multiplication on effects, the vector B as a set of effects forms an

y.

1

are in Si

Abelian group and the identity element of this group is
For a given design

0

1.1.

•

of S and a particular partition S'

= (Bl · S2)

of the parametric vector suppose that the GOR is explicitly given by
(5. 1)

i = 1, 2, ... , q}

is a q-subset of S or
w1 w2
Let
A
Fn under the appropriate arithmetics as indicated above.
1 A2 •••
wn
An be an arbitrary effect of s1 . If the element of the aliasing
w1 w2
w
structure s1 + A0 , 13 s2 corresponding to the effect A1 A
An" is

where

given by

w w ""
E[A l A 2
1 2

(5.2)

+

w
w, w2
A n] = Al A2
n

n

I

i=l

Ci

wn
An
vin+wn
An

Avil+wl Avi2+w2
1
2

then the aliasing structure of 0 is said to be locally group-theoretically
generated.

It is globally group-theoretically generated if (5.2) is true

for every partitioning

a• = (81 : B2) .

One might expect that when

0 is a regular design in Fn ,

and the

design matrix is obtained by using the geometric definition for factorial
effects, then since the GOR is unique the aliasing structure is globally
group-theoretically generated.

This, however, is not the case in general

and an example is given below to illustrate this fact.

We then show that

in the special setting of the 2n factorial the aliasing structure corresponding to a regular design is globally group-theoretically generated.
Example 5.1.

Consider the example which was introduced in Example

3.1, namely, the 32 factorial with

F = {0, 1, 2} and modulo 3 arithmetic.

The regular design introduced there was

D = {(00), (11), (22)} .

Using

the geometric definition of factorial effects and the same basic matrix
one may verify that for the partitioning s• = (Si : S2) with S1 =
0102
12 2110 2 0 1 1 2 2
(~, A1A2, A1A2) , and S2 = (A 1A2 , A1A2 , A1A2, A1A2 , A1A2, A1A2 ) the
GDR is

~ + A~A~

A~A~ and the aliasing structure is
~ +

s1 + A0 , 6s2 =

A~A1

2 1

1 2

A1A2 - AlA2
+

A~A~

+

t A~A1 - ~ A~A~

2A0 - l A1A1 - l A2A2
A012
A2 + A12
212 212

It is clear that the second and third entries in the aliasing structure
do not arise from group-theoretic generation from the GDR.

Hence D

is not locally nor globally group-theoretically generated.
Theorem 5.1.

If D is a regular design of Fn , where F = {0,

1}

is a two element Galois field, then the aliasing structure of D relative
to s• = (Sl : B2)
Proof.

is globally group-theoretically generated.

Let Yo

= {a

a

=

an
An

n
3

L a; Y; = 0 for each

i=l

where D in view of (3.1) is taken as a
subspace of Fn . Then Yo is a subgroup of the Abelian group

s of

all factorial effects under the multiplication of effects as introduced
above.

Write B =You yl u ... u Ym as a pairwise disjoint union,

where y1 , y2, ... , yi are the distinct cosets of Yo in B • Then
for each

j

,

l

!>:

j

!>:

m,

there exist effects

aj

such that y. =
J

( i) it can be

We now have the following:
easily verified that for each
to the effects in yj
each other,
to effects

j

the columns of

x0, 8

corresponding

are precisely the columns which are multiples of

(ii) by Theorem 4.2 any two columns of

x0, 8

corresponding

a1 , a 2 chosen from two distinct cosets among the cosets

Yo' y1, ... , Ym are orthogonal,

(iii) the columns of

x0, 8

correspond-

ing to the effects in Yo are multiples of 1, and since D is regular
it follows from Theorem 3.1 that each of the columns corresponding to
the effects in yl u y2 u ... u Ym is orthogonal to

1.

·Hence the GDR

corresponding to D and any partition of s• = (B1 : B2)

is a linear

combination of the effects in Yo . Furthermore, it follows from (i),
(ii), and (iii) above that any entry in the aliasing structure
A0, 8s2 is a linear combination of the effects in exactly one of

s1 +

the yj .

Since yj

= aj

r0 ,

it follows that the aliasing structure

is globally group-theoretically generated.
Whether the converse of Theorem 5.1 is true or false has not been
settled yet.

The following example shows the abundance of local group-

theoretic generation of the AS.
Example 5.2.
field

F = {0,

Consider the

22 factorial with underlying Galois

and basic matrix . [~

1}

(01)} , which is an irregular design.

a' = (~ A~A~ A~A~, A~A1)
namely:

and

Among the four parameters in

there are six partitions to be considered,

(~ A~A~ ' A~A~ A~A~) ,

1.

a'

2.

0 1
a' = (~ AlA2 ' A11A02 A11A21)

3.

ar = (ll A~A~ ' AlAO AOAl)
1 2 12

4.

1b 0 1
a' = (ll A1A2 A1A2 . AlA1)
12

5.

S' = (ll A11A02 A11A21 . AOAl)
12

6.

s' = (ll A01A21 A11A21 . AlAO)
12

=

-~] . Let D = {(00), (10),

The calculation of the corresponding GDR's are summarized below:

Partition

GDR

1

2

3

[

~ - ~ A~A~ - ~ A~A~
A11A21 - l2 A11A02 - l2 A01A21
ll -

4

l

1 1

A1A2

1 0

1 1

0 1

1 1

~

- AlA2

A1A2 - A1A2
AlA2 - A1A2

5

0 1

A1AO- AOA1
1 2

1 2

1 1

0 1

~

- AlA2

0 1

1 0

A1A2 - AlA2

6

1 0

A1A2 - A1A2

A~AJ - A~A~
The GDR is locally group-theoretically generated for the first three
partitions, i.e. in 50% of the cases.
A natural question to ask is whether a globally orthogonal design
implies globally group-theoretic generation of the AS.

This conjecture

is false as the following example demonstrates.
Example 5.3.

Consider the globally orthogonal design introduced in

Example 3.2 in the case of the 42 factorial, i.e.

D = {(00), (10)} . On

x0 , 8 we observe that there are four
el = (~, A~A~) in the first case we see

inspection of the design matrix
possible partitions.

Taking

that the GDR contains exactly eleven effects besides the

mea~,

while the

second element of the AS has three effects besides A~A~ . Hence the AS
cannot be locally grouped-theoretically generated ..

6.

Computation of the GDR and the AS.

e1 + [X1X 1]- 1xlx 2e2

expression

The AS is given by the

, where the first element is the GDR.

From the examples given one might obtain the impression that when n is
large and k small, the problem of calculating the GDR or the AS is quite
However Margolin [1967] has given an algorithm which allows

formidable.

us to compute the elements of the GDR in one operation.

This algorithm

in view of Theorem 5.1 will provide us the AS of any regular fraction of
the 2n factorial.
In the case of orthogonal designs the GDR is obtained in the following way:

GDR

= ~ + k1
= ~ +

where

x2j

1

(1 1 ... 1) X2e2
k

f ( L x2J.) 82 ,
j=l

is the j-th row of

x2

. Hence the GDR of Plackett-Burman

[1946] patterns can be calculated in this way.

In the case of globally

orthogonal designs one may ignore those effects in
are orthogonal to 1.

e2 whose columns

I

I
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